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Envisioning New Possibilities: Teaching Modern Dance 
Technique for Talented Dance Class Based on the  
12-Year Basic Education Curriculum Guideline

I-Fen Lin1

Summary

This paper focuses on the teaching of modern dance technique of Talented Dance Class in 

Taiwan since its curriculum is currently facing new expectations. The researcher starts with the 

introduction of the 12-year Basic Education, the latest educational reform in Taiwan. The 12-year 

Basic Education aims to strengthen the learning transitions from elementary up to high school. 

The 12-Year Basic Education Curricula are scheduled to be implemented in the fall semester of 

2019. In order to facilitate student’s initiative for self-learning as well as lifelong learning, the 

new curricular goals are designed to diminish test-oriented education and put emphasis on the 

application of learned knowledge to real-life scenarios. Furthermore, the concept of “essential 

literacies” was emphasized in the curriculum design and development to ensure learners well-

rounded developments.

The curriculum of Talented Dance Class is expected to follow guidelines especially created 

for the arts-talented students. At this stage, these guidelines created for the arts (dance)-talented 

students are still unsettled. That is, they are still on a draft bill. However, the researcher thinks it 

is important to start a more in-depth discussion on this topic, because this reformed direction not 

only echoes to the current educational trend but also manifests that dance talented students need 

a holistic approach in education 

Talented Dance Class is a very unique educational design in Taiwan. It offers extra curriculum 

within the school setting in order to cultivate students who are talented in dance. As a former 

student of Talented Dance Class, the researcher used to pursue dance training in this educational 
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setting. Back in the days, taking a modern technique class usually meant one will be learning 

specific western dance techniques. Therefore, the curriculum’s objectives focused more on the 

ability of being able to perform movement skills of certain modern dance styles. Learning dance 

in this regard was more likely to lead to the following:

1. Students pay attention only to performance-oriented course.

2. Learners tend to focus merely on technical skills and exquisite physicality. 

3. Dancers treat their bodies as tools, which results in a lack of deeper understanding towards 

body and movement. 

The phenomena above infer: to truly enrich and nurture students, the educational environment 

of Talented Dance Class has much to improve. With guidelines of the New Curriculum, new 

possibilities arise; it is a crucial moment that technique teachers rethink about their course designs 

and teaching approaches.

The New Curriculum implies that teaching dance is not merely asking learners to do movement 

exercise. It expects that knowledge and skills to be taught and arranged with a stronger connection 

with history, culture, arts and aesthetics. This is not an easy task for dance technique teachers 

since the curriculum of Talented Dance Class was more physical training oriented in the past. 

In this article, the researcher briefly introduces the history of the Talented Dance Class and 

reviews some literature concerning dance education, dance technique teaching and somatic 

education. The researcher also shares her teaching rationales and approaches such as: 

1. Apply knowledge of kinesiology and somatic principles in lessons to help students have a 

better understanding of his/her own body; thus, to gain one’s ownership in dancing. 

2. Promote student-centered pedagogy to help students take responsibilities of their own learning 

while on the other hand, nurture students to become independent thinkers.

3. Design and organize courses through topics to add imagination and flexibility.

4. Build dance learning experience with cultural context and aesthetic appreciation. By doing so, 

the knowledge and skills learned from the dance experience will be able to connect with other 

fields of study.

Finally, this research also examines the early development of dance in higher education. By 

tracing why and how dance became a major program in higher education, the researcher re-

acknowledges the core values of dance. In this part of the discussion, the researcher finds that 

what lies at the heart of dance are “movement, creativity, experiencing, and expressing.” These 

are the keys that make dance, the discipline, so essential and unique.
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Modern Dance for Talented Dance Class (Summary)

In the conclusion, the researcher gives suggestions from the following perspectives: (1) 

curriculum and instruction and (2) re-defining the role of a dance technique teacher. To sum up, this 

research shows that a dancing body also needs to be a thinking body. Educating and cultivating an 

excellent dance artist takes more than just technique training. The researcher believes that to make 

dance-learning experience meaningful, students need to be more positive and thoughtful about 

their bodies and movements. Also, integrating other topics such as aesthetics and humanities 

into dance-learning experience enables students to broaden their views on dancing bodies. The 

researcher believes that the nature of modern dance has great potentials to embody the vision and 

goals of the New Curriculum. Dance educators are therefore encouraged to invest and take action. 
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